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This work is devoted to investigation of the one aspect of the fundamental problem
of an interaction laser radiation with the matter. This problem is spatial localization of
atomic populations due to fields of few running waves.
We first propose in our work two - dimensional spatial localization of atomic population
in medium with tripod - like configuration of levels under influence of the field only of
running waves. Three running waves propagate in one plane with angles equals 120◦
to each other and form the system of a standing waves in this plane. In the field of
thus standing waves one can localize atomic populations. Moreover, the degree of such a
localization may achieve a hundreds of the wavelength of the incident radiation.
We demonstrated that an excitation of the central transition of the tripod-like system
using a field of multidirectional linearly polarized running waves is the necessary condition
of the population dependence from spatial coordinates in the XY - plane. The two dimensional shapes that appear in this system can have very complicated structure such as
"double - craters". Besides, we have demonstrated the possibility to obtain the phenomenon
of coherent population trapping (CPT) that shows a good conformity of our method and
numerical calculations with existing theory.
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